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Similarly Constructed
I intended that the upper part of the grid should use exactly the same mix of 

letters (same number of A's, B's, C's etc) as the lower part, but as usual 
something has gone wrong. To fix the problem, one word in the top half of the 

grid needs to be changed - what is the original entry, and what is the 
replacement?
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Across
8 Pig breeder wanting 

tips about breeding 
(8)

9 Tickled dame's fancy 
with ultimate in 
shiatsu (6)

10 Peers into regularly 
backed-up drain (4)

11 What's buckled with 
catch to secure a 
little Cartier? (10)

14 Book editor looked 
at including special 
cover (9)

18 Scoffs at less 
feminine hooligans 
(5)

21 Political group 
turning round drug 
production captures 
popular vote (7,8)

22 Flipping ages 
cancelling hotel 
room (5)

24 One cares 
desperately about 
number's special 
significance (9)

27 Article sister 
attached to former 
F1 champ missing 
extremity? (10)

31 Female impersonator 
changes into this 
terrifying woman? 
Just not on! (4)

32 Make late noise, 
drowning English 
cheers (6)

33 Not good to eat in 
bed and lie in mess 
(8)

Down
1 Fret about protecting 

electronic security 
code (6)

2 Love story's 
entertaining 
introduction to 
Kamasutra (4)

3 One developing golf 
stroke, perhaps (6)

4 Given hand 
exchanging fine for 
term in prison (4)

5 Reluctant to abandon 
Latin swear-word (4)

6 Relish releasing last 
burst of wind (4)

7 Withdraw right to 
receive impeccable 
service up north (6)

12 Embraces odd clues 
covering old ground 
(7)

13 Six leaving unknown 
to represent this 
element (7)

14 Pretended to repair 
wheels after 
stopping coach (5)

15 Something 
inhabiting woodland 
in Goondiwindi? (5)

16 Take in strong 
warning (7)

17 Increase general's 
rank (7)

19 Where you see 
students willing to 
join in? (5)

20 Reason to envisage 
clothing discharged 
nudists (5)

23 Wave beginning to 
engulf wife's wader 
(6)

25 Put out due to 
criminal pinching 
lead from steeple (6)

26 Stand upright when 
participating in field 
archery (6)

28 Odds and ends from 
another box (4)

29 Start to finish, sheer 
innuendo (4)

30 Dip primarily served 
with Indian meals 
(4)

31 Weed finally 
obscured inscription 
on tombstone (4)


